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For centuries the Chroniclers have been the keepers of knowledge, history, and tradition. Living and working in the various Havens around
the world, the Chroniclers are protected by the Guardians, warriors sworn to shield them from harm. Kess Grayson is a Chronicler, like her
mother before her, but she knows there is more to her than just curating dry and dusty books. She feels it. Crossing the social divide between
her kind and the Guardians may get her into trouble, but Kess forgoes tradition and seeks out the warriors requesting they train her. And she
is right to. Old and soulless forces are massing to bring down the Havens, there may be traitors in their midst, and her own unique and
forbidden bloodline could be the key to uniting everyone on the side of light and having a chance to triumph in the coming apocalypse.
Rosemary dropped the boy as she felt him go faint. She wiped the blood from her lips, disgusted with herself, with her hunger. His blood ran
through her veins giving her life, warming her frozen body. The burning eased. Her demon sighed satisfied. A soft breeze ran through the hot
night and she knew Drake was nearby, she could smell him. He stepped out of the darkness and looked down at the boy sleeping peacefully
on the cold concrete floor."He's going to suffer in the morning," he chuckled and wiped a few drops of blood from his chin. His mood had
clearly lightened once more. Where was his catch? Lucinda had said that males struggled more to feed but she wasn't so sure she believed it
with Drake. He seemed to handle it just fine on his own. Rosemary frowned at him."How can you be so cruel, like they're just food?" she
asked coldly still angry with him. Drake glanced at her and she saw the animosity flash through those secretive silver eyes."They are just
food, are you forgetting your night with that monster? What could've happened to you? What would've happened to you if you were still one of
them?" Drake growled. Rosemary shuddered."Not everyone is like that though," she argued defensively. Drake laughed humourlessly."Of
course they are. They are all selfish. They are all manipulative, they are all destructive. They are all animals th..." "If they are animals then
what the hell are we?" she snapped interrupting him. Drake looked at her with menacing silver eyes. He licked his fangs that had slid out due
to his rising temper."We, little Rose, are demons..."She was just an ordinary girl living an ordinary life until one day he took her. Rosemary
Varias had no idea what had happened to her, her fiancé or her friends when she woke in a stranger's room. All she could remember was
him, the vampire with the impossible silver eyes.Drake.The mysterious vampire that had taken her against her will and turned her into a
demon of the night.Now Rosemary must survive the harsh reality of what life as a vampire entails. The curse of the sun, the thirst for blood,
the desire to kill.As she attempts to readjust, she forgets her old life and finds a new one with the family that took her.But it soon becomes
clear that Rosemary is no ordinary vampire. Fighting against her own demon for control, she soon comes across a new enemy.An enemy
who wants to know all her secrets.An enemy who will do anything to unveil them.
A gripping and groundbreaking account of how all but one of FDR's ambassadors in Europe misjudged Hitler and his intentions As German
tanks rolled toward Paris in late May 1940, the U.S. Ambassador to France, William Bullitt, was determined to stay put, holed up in the
Chateau St. Firmin in Chantilly, his country residence. Bullitt told the president that he would neither evacuate the embassy nor his chateau,
an eighteenth Renaissance manse with a wine cellar of over 18,000 bottles, even though “we have only two revolvers in this entire mission
with only forty bullets.” As German forces closed in on the French capital, Bullitt wrote the president, “In case I should get blown up before I
see you again, I want you to know that it has been marvelous to work for you.” As the fighting raged in France, across the English Channel,
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Ambassador to Great Britain Joseph P. Kennedy wrote to his wife Rose, “The situation is more than critical. It means a terrible finish for the
allies.” Watching Darkness Fall will recount the rise of the Third Reich in Germany and the road to war from the perspective of four American
diplomats in Europe who witnessed it firsthand: Joseph Kennedy, William Dodd, Breckinridge Long, and William Bullitt, who all served in key
Western European capitals—London, Berlin, Rome, Paris, and Moscow—in the years prior to World War II. In many ways they were America’s
first line of defense and they often communicated with the president directly, as Roosevelt's eyes and ears on the ground. Unfortunately,
most of them underestimated the power and resolve of Adolf Hitler and Germany’s Third Reich. Watching Darkness Fall is a gripping new
history of the years leading up to and the beginning of WWII in Europe told through the lives of five well-educated and mostly wealthy men all
vying for the attention of the man in the Oval Office.
Damien St. Cloud is a failure. Born into a family of warlords and with the most powerful soul force in history, he's unable to make it work. A
disappointment to his legendary father and a weakling compared to his sister, Damien's life is miserable. His life changes forever when a
visiting sorcerer proclaims Damien isn't a warlord at all but a sorcerer. Thrust into a world of magic and danger, can Damien master his power
in time to save his family and the kingdom from long forgotten evil? Jump into the Complete Soul Force Saga now.
Leigh Bardugo's Six of Crows meets Kristin Cashore's Graceling, with a dash of Winter is Coming, in this showstopping debut YA
fantasy--and recipient of FOUR starred reviews! A Morris Award Finalist for best debut young adult novel! A Kirkus Best Book of the Year! A
Tor.com Best YA SFF/Horror Book of the Year! "One of the most stunning debuts of the year." —Seventeen The Age of Darkness approaches.
Five lives stand in its way. Who will stop it . . . or unleash it? For generations, the Seven Prophets guided humanity. Using their visions of the
future, they ended wars and united nations—until the day, one hundred years ago, when the Prophets disappeared. All they left behind was
one final, secret prophecy, foretelling an Age of Darkness and the birth of a new Prophet who could be the world’s salvation . . . or the cause
of its destruction. With chaos on the horizon, five souls are set on a collision course: A prince exiled from his kingdom. A ruthless killer known
as the Pale Hand. A once-faithful leader torn between his duty and his heart. A reckless gambler with the power to find anything or anyone.
And a dying girl on the verge of giving up. One of them—or all of them—could break the world. Will they be savior or destroyer? Perfect for fans
of Throne of Glass, Children of Blood and Bone, and An Ember in the Ashes. Praise for There Will Come a Darkness “A can’t miss debut
from an exciting new talent.” –Kiersten White, New York Times bestselling author of Slayer “Even in a world filled with graces and prophets,
the real magic of There Will Come a Darkness is in how Pool has crafted her heroes—messy, flawed, and so beguilingly human. I dare you not
to fall madly in love with all of them.” —Laura Sebastian, New York Times bestselling author of Ash Princess * "A well-crafted, surprising, and
gripping start to a new trilogy." —Kirkus Reviews, STARRED review
USA Today bestselling author Thea Harrison begins an all-new, darkly romantic paranormal saga, in which the fate of existence itself lies in
the balance—and the key to victory may rest in the hands of two eternal lovers… In the hospital ER where she works, Mary is used to chaos.
But lately, every aspect of her life seems adrift. She’s feeling disconnected from herself. Voices appear in her head. And the vivid, disturbing
dreams she’s had all her life are becoming more intense. Then she meets Michael. He’s handsome, enigmatic and knows more than he can
say. In his company, she slowly remembers the truth about herself… Thousands of years ago, there were eight of them. The one called the
Deceiver came to destroy the world, and the other seven followed to stop him. Reincarnated over and over, they carry on—and Mary finds
herself drawn into the battle once again. And the more she learns, the more she realizes that Michael will go to any lengths to destroy the
Deceiver. Then she remembers who killed her during her last life, nine hundred years ago…Michael.
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Well-known author, psychologist and priest Fr. Benedict Groeschel draws on his own years of personal experiences in dealing with people's
problems, tragedies and "darkness" as he offers help and guidance for any Christian troubled or burdened by life. If you are struggling with
fear, anxiety, grief, loss of loved ones, hurt, anger or anything that makes life difficult or the road through it dark, then this book was written for
you. Fr. Benedict offers practical suggestions on how to keep going and even grow with the help of God's grace, even when this help seems
remote. The Christian response to the problem of evil and suffering began with the cross of Christ. Our answer is inseparable from the crossfrom Jesus' own encounter with evil and his triumph over it. In this light, Fr. Benedict recalls some of our most frequently encountered
sorrows and griefs: the failure of friends, financial and personal insecurity, the failure of some in the Church, our own inconsistent behaviors
and weaknesses, and the death of loved ones. As we examine these painful experiences, he shows that we can find solutions in the Gospel
and in the lives of saints, heroes, and very brave ordinary people. "Many guides have been written for people struggling with the mystery of
evil. But each generation, each age has its own dark background in front of which the struggle to keep going must be worked out. In every
age, men ask 'how am I going to go on to arise from darkness?' It is that which my book will address." —Fr. Benedict Groeschel, CFR
It's been hundreds of years since the Darkness last surfaced, a grim time when both humans and Catmages lost their lives. But now the Wild
Ones work with humans again, and thirteen-year-old Andy Cohen gets the surprise of his life when a talking cat shows up in his front yard.
Goldeneyes, a powerful Catmage, needs Andy's help. In the exciting first installment of this new series, Meryl Yourish takes the reader into a
world of magical cats, dark powers, and a boy who finds himself entangled in their war.
'One of the most multi-layered policemen to have appeared in recent years.' - Mail on Sunday Detective Inspector Harry Virdee has a lot on
his plate. His team is facing government cuts, tensions are building between Bradford's two rival drugs gangs and his wife Saima is due to
give birth any day now. So when bodies start turning up in the old industrial district, the pressure is on to get the case wrapped up as quickly
as possible, or risk a full-scale gang war. But the man behind the murders is ruthless and pushy. And things are getting personal. Harry must
think fast and bend the rules if he wants to keep his city, and his family, safe . . .

When the end arrives, how far will you go to save the ones you love?When a terrorist plot results in the detonation of several
nuclear devices across the West Coast, the Frasers are thrown into disarray and their strained familial relationships are tested as
they watch society collapse around them. Tens of millions of people are killed, injured and driven away from their homes as the
result of a sinister plot that the government and its citizens are struggling to understand. With their older daughter lost in the chaos,
the Frasers must somehow pull together to support each other and fight to reunite their family.Darkness Rising is a thrilling postapocalyptic series that follows the survivors of a massive terrorist attack that isn't quite what it seems. As you learn more about the
Fraser family and a few brave government agents who are attempting to unwravel the horror and mystery behind the attacks, you'll
soon discover that not everything in the apocalypse is as it appears to be. Written as a collaboration between Justin Bell and #1
bestselling post-apocalyptic author Mike Kraus, Darkness Rising is a gripping, unique and timely take on the post-apocalyptic
genre, and is one that will leave you breathless with every turn of the page.Darkness Rising is a 6-part novel-length series full of
intense, heart-pumping action, incredible suspense and post-apocalyptic adventure that will be released at a rate of approximately
one book per month.
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Romantic Suspense to Keep Readers Guessing Until the Last Page Sophie Wittenbauer left her strict Mennonite hometown under
a cloud of shame and regret. After a rough childhood, her teenage poor choices harmed others, leaving her with no choice but to
change her life. Her entry-level writing job at a newspaper puts her in the right place at the right time to overhear office gossip
about a prisoner who has information on a decades-old unsolved crime. While the other reporters write off the tip as the ravings of
an angry criminal, Sophie can't ignore it because she knows the name of this prisoner from her old life. Upon learning from the
man that one of the other suspects is hiding out in the Missouri town of Sanctuary, she takes on a false identity to investigate and
meets the young pastor of a local church--the very man she'd loved as a troubled teenager. As she gets closer to finding the
suspect, will the truth of her own past come out before she discovers the identity of the criminal--or the very person she's seeking
puts a fatal stop to her investigation?
“The Russia that Satter depicts in this brave, engaging book cannot be ignored . . . Required reading for anyone interested in the
post-Soviet state” (Newsweek). Anticipating a new dawn of freedom after the disintegration of the Soviet Union, Russians could
hardly have foreseen the reality of their future a decade later: A country impoverished and controlled at every level by organized
crime. This riveting book views the 1990s reform period through the experiences of individual citizens, revealing the changes that
have swept Russia and their effect on Russia’s age-old ways of thinking. “With a reporter’s eye for vivid detail and a novelist’s
ability to capture emotion, he conveys the drama of Russia’s rocky road for the average victimized Russian . . . This is only half
the story of what is happening in Russia these days, but it is the shattering half, and Satter renders it all the more poignant by
making it so human.” —Foreign Affairs “[Satter] tells engrossing tales of brazen chicanery, official greed and unbearable suffering .
. . Satter manages to bring the events to life with excruciating accounts of real Russians whose lives were shattered.” —The
Baltimore Sun “Satter must be commended for saying what a great many people only dare to think.” —The Globe and Mail
(Toronto) “Humane and articulate.” —The Spectator “Vivid, impeccably researched and truly frightening . . . Western policymakers would do well to study these pages.” —National Post
Damien St. Cloud is a failure. Born into a family of warlords and with the most powerful soul force in history, he's unable to make it
work. A disappointment to his legendary father and a weakling compared to his sister, Damien's life is miserable. His life changes
forever when a visiting sorcerer proclaims Damien isn't a warlord at all but a sorcerer. Thrust into a world of magic and danger, can
Damien master his power in time to save his family and the kingdom from long forgotten evil? Darkness Rising is the first in a
thrilling fantasy series. Dive into the adventure for free.
Darkness Rising is Book One of the Dark Days Series. Mia has been living her life one day at a time as a student at Duke
University since she suffered the sudden and tragic loss of her parents. Three years after the tragedy, Mia's ordinary life begins to
unravel as her mysterious past collides with the present. Mia's ability to subdue her grief and anger begins to fade as she learns
more about her parents secrets and who she really is. While Mia hunts down answers to her past, she realizes she's the one being
hunted. As Mia continues to discover daunting details about her life, her emotions flood with an uncontrollable yearning to release
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fury and darkness within.
On the heels of the wildly popular The Gathering comes the second in the "Darkness Rising" YA trilogy from NYT bestselling
author Kelley Armstrong. Maya Delaney's paw-print birthmark is the mark of what she truly is--a skin-walker. She can run faster,
climb higher, and see better than nearly everyone else. Experiencing intense connections with the animals that roam the woods
outside her home, Maya knows it's only a matter of time before she's able to Shift and become one of them. And she believes
there may be others in her small town with surprising talents. Now, Maya and her friends have been forced to flee from their
homes during a forest fire they suspect was deliberately set. Then they're kidnapped, and after a chilling helicopter crash, they find
themselves in the Vancouver Island wilderness with nothing but their extraordinary abilities to help them get back home.
Princess. Tribute. Sacrifice. Is she the one prophesied to unite two warring Fae courts? Or the one bound to destroy them? In a
realm ruled by magic, the ruthless Queen of Thorns is determined to destroy her nemesis, the cursed Prince of Evernight. With
war brewing between the bitter enemies, the prince forces Queen Adaia to uphold an ancient treaty: she will send one of her
daughters to his court as a political hostage for three months. The queen insists it’s the perfect opportunity for Princess Iskvien to
end the war before it begins. But one look into Thiago’s smoldering eyes and Vi knows she’s no assassin. The more secrets she
uncovers about the prince and his court, the more she begins to question her mother’s motives. Who is the true enemy? The dark
prince who threatens her heart? Or the ruthless queen who will stop at nothing to destroy him? And when the curse threatens to
shatter both courts, is her heart strong enough to break it?
Rise from DarknessHow to Overcome Depression Through Cognitive Behavioral Therapy and Positive Psychology: Paths Out of
Depression Toward HappinessFakkel Forlag as
There are many self-help books about overcoming depression. This one is special; it is not written by an academic, but by a
person who overcame his own depression by following the techniques in this book. This means that people suffering from
depression will find themselves being able to identify with the author and the text. This book was written by someone who really
understands how you feel. Imagine being Administrator of NASA the day after John F. Kennedy promised to put a man on the
moon by the end of the decade. It must have seemed overwhelming. You cannot complete such complex projects in a single go;
you need to divide them into many small and achievable tasks. Then, just take on the individual tasks one at a time. You can
follow the same strategy to overcome depression. Kristian Hall went through eleven years of deep depression as a teenager and
student. He overcame his depression by practicing techniques from cognitive behavioral therapy and positive psychology. His
personal development did not stop there - he used the same techniques to overcome life's other challenges, and to become a
thoroughly happy person. You can improve your life a lot - and your path may start with this book!

The heart-stopping final book in the Darkness Rising trilogy, from New York Times-bestselling author Kelley Armstrong!
Things are getting desperate for Maya and her friends. Hunted by two powerful Cabals, they're quickly running out of
places to hide. And with the whole world thinking they died in a helicopter crash, they can't simply go to the authorities for
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help. All they have is the name and number of someone who might be able to give them a few answers. Answers to why
they're so valuable to the Cabals, and why their supernatural powers are getting more out of control. Maya is unprepared
for the truths that await her, but she'll have to face them if she ever hopes to move on with her life. Because she can't
keep running forever. With all the twists, thrills, and romance that have made Kelley Armstrong an international
bestseller--plus the surprising return of some favourite characters--The Rising will keep you under its spell long after the
last page is turned.
"Friends are like condoms. They protect you when things get hard."That's what my five drool-worthy best friends, turned
boyfriends, turned mates, said when we were younger. We lived by it. But I don't know if there's a condom out there that's
strong enough to protect us from what's coming ... Pun intended.Five mates? Yeah, it gets a little hectic around here.
That's a lot of d*cks to handle. They're lucky I love them--because patience sure as hell isn't a virtue of mine.Add in
natural disasters laying havoc to our world, learning we have magic from the goddess, Gaia--oh, and that one of my
mates shares a soul bond with the man who killed us all in our previous lives...Welcome to the Lana sh*tshow. Grab a
seat and buckle up, buttercups. Because no way in hell am I letting my mates die in this life.***Author Note: Desolation is
a reverse harem novel that touches on some dark themes such as molestation at a young age and rape which may be
triggering for some readers. This book has a 18+ warning and is intended for mature audiences. Book one in the
Darkness Rising series which will end in a cliff hanger.
Originally published: New York: Doubleday, 2016.
The Chronicles saga continues as Israel establishes herself in the land of promise, in spite of the unholy efforts of Lucifer.
A satanic shift in strategy occurs as Lucifer forsakes the simple elimination of one family that might carry the Seed. Now
he is determined to bring down the whole nation. He is obsessed in his efforts to prevent the appearing of this mysterious
Seed. Kings, priests, prophets and pagan nations are deceived into becoming, unwitting cosmic chess pieces in this
calculated war between light and darkness. From Jerusalem to Babylon and on to Rome, Lucifer gambles he can destroy
Israel in a deadly and delicate game of power politics - and he must do so or the nightmare will only intensify. It is a
nightmare that will eventually be realized one starry night in Bethlehem.
Wild magic comes at a cost... that of the mind. Emelia dreams of escape from her life of servitude. She dreams of
magical powers; she dreams of dark things. When tragedy awakens the sorcery within her she embarks upon an epic
journey in the company of two charming thieves. In the Dead City an ancient evil awakens. The Lord of the Ghasts
covets a magical Prism, the clues to which lie with Emelia. And when he begins to share her dreams, surely it is only a
matter of time until she succumbs to his power? Darkness Rising Book One - Chained is the first book in an exciting new
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epic fantasy series combining traditional heroic fantasy plotlines with modern dialogue and thrilling characters. Book One
is the first half of Prism Volume 1, previously available as a single volume and now presented in two books with
additional material and sample bonus chapters. Book Two: Quest is to be released in the summer of 2012. About the
author: Ross M Kitson works during the day as a consultant in Intensive Care and Anaesthesia in the UK. He is married
with three lovely children who soak up most of his free time. A life long lover of fantasy, he writes his novels in the wee
hours. Darkness Rising (Book One: Chained) is also available in print.
THE DARK WILL RISE. WHO WILL FALL? WHO WILL STAND? The ancient world of magic is no more. Its heroes are
dead, its halls are ruins, and its great battles between Light and Dark are forgotten. Only the Stewards remember. For
centuries they have kept vigil, sworn to protect humanity if the Dark King ever returns. Sixteen-year-old dock boy Will is
on the run in London, pursued by the men who killed his mother. When an old servant urges him to seek out the
Stewards, Will is ushered into a secret world, where he must train to fight for the Light in the oncoming war. As the Dark
King's return looms, reborn warriors begin to draw battle lines. But when the young descendants of Light and Dark step
into their destined roles, old allegiances, old enmities and old flames are awakened. Will must stand with the last heroes
of the Light to prevent the calamity that destroyed their world from returning to destroy his own. Dark Rise is the first book
in a thrilling new YA fantasy series from bestselling Australian author CS Pacat. 'Beautiful, classical and deliciously dark.'
- Jay Kristoff '... a YA fantasy that begins breathlessly and rarely lets up ... Dark Rise is perfect for fans of Six of Crows by
Leigh Bardugo or The Cruel Prince by Holly Black.' - Books+Publishing
Thiago and Iskvien survived a dangerous curse, but will they survive the coming war? True love will face the ultimate
challenge when a dark goddess rises, secrets threaten to tear them apart, and a queen will stop at nothing to gain
revenge. Join USA Today bestselling author, Bec McMaster, on a seductive journey through a mythic land, with a wicked
prince who holds a thousand secrets, a princess determined to uncover the truth, and an evil queen who threatens to tear
them apart. Download this epic fantasy filled with magic and breathtaking romance today! What everyone is saying about
Bec McMaster: "richly imagined, gritty and dark, and full of hot heroes and hot sex...utterly delicious. " –Smart Bitches,
Trashy Books for Kiss of Steel "Action, adventure, steampunk, and blazing hot seduction...Bec McMaster offers it all."
–Eve Silver, author of Sins of the Flesh "Amazing! This is by far the best dragon book I have read since Dragonbound by
Thea Harrison. In fact, its one of the best fantasy romance books I have ever read." —LAB for Heart of Fire The Dark
Court Rising series: - Fantasy Romance - Paranormal Romance - Fae Romance - Kings and Queens - Fairy tale
Romance - Action Adventure - Fated Mates - Enemies to lovers
I was six cycles old when I was taken. The soldiers came with ugly gaping mouths that screamed and yelled and drooled.
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They raped and murdered my father, my mother, my older brother and my sister. I was taken and given as a gift to the
Crown Prince of Zetaria a monstrous, twisted man of strange tastes and some persuasions. But for the King’s Vizier,
Anubis I would have been destined for a life of misery and depravity until the Prince tired of me. Anubis seized me from
the Crown Prince’s clutches before the man could so much as breathe on me, claiming me as tribute for an enchantment
worked in battle. The old mage raised me as the son he would never have. On that day my life changed forever.
A collection of terrifying tales based on the award-winning video game! A bold demon hunter risks becoming her own
worst enemy while tracking down her sinister prey…A haunted barbarian returns to his shattered homeland to face a
harrowing past…A lone monk scours evil from an ancient forest where the line between friend and foe has vanished…A
gifted but impetuous wizard finds out that great knowledge and power come with a price…A proud young witch doctor
makes a chilling discovery that shakes his faith to its core…A desperate playwright embarks down a dark path of madness
and depravity in his quest for fame…An unscrupulous wagon driver learns that his sole passenger is harboring a terrifying
secret… These are stories from the world of Sanctuary, a land of mystery and dread that serves as the backdrop for
Blizzard Entertainment's award-winning Diablo video game series. Although these narratives focus on different
characters and settings, they are bound together by the web of horror and suspense that is intrinsic to the Diablo
universe. In this gothic fantasy realm, terror is a constant. It comes in many forms, from grotesque horned demons to the
deepest fears of mortal hearts and minds. Brace yourself for this collection of exciting and frightening tales that will keep
you on the edge of your seat from start to finish.
Visions, illusions, supernatural visitations, demons, angels'¦ Alex Manning is seeing things, particularly malevolent things; the human race is
under threat from demons who will enslave us all. There is something special about Alex and unfortunately the evil entities know it and decide
to take steps. 'The Chosen' is the story of his search for a way to fight for mankind's deliverance from evil, and to keep from getting killed in
the process.
Demon hunter, vampire and member of the Cadre, Damien Hancock has come to Wolvesrain to help Emma McGovern defend herself
against a powerful demon. For if Emma finds love - and consummates that love - the demon Asmos will fulfill a generations old curse and
claim her soul. Damien knows just how powerful the ancient demon is, but he never anticipated the all-consuming effect courageous Emma
would have on him. As their attraction proves impossible to resist, Emma fears it is the curse that is drawing them together. Can the love she
has found in Damien's strong arms now help her fight the rising darkness?
Two thousand years into our future, the Milky Way has been colonized. In the Ennead Solar System, Aiden, the brat and younger twin of the
crown prince, struggles to find his way. In a single instance, the problems of a privileged prince escalates from bullying, curfews and being
grounded to a tragedy that threatens the peace of the entire galaxy. Alone and afraid, he must confront the inner demons that torment him.
Betrayal and friendship, unity and division, light and darkness -- Aiden must deal with them all. Loyalty, love and empathy face off with envy,
hate and evil ambition in this coming-of-age tale. Aiden must learn to trust in himself and others or all will be lost to The Rising Darkness.
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"Duvall is fast proving to be a major player." --RT Book Reviews Dianne Duvall returns to the world of the Immortal Guardians, where
danger--and desire--make every decision count. . . Krysta is used to getting the drop on vampires. Her "special abilities" aren't much, but the
plan is simple--she plays helpless pretty young thing to lure them in. Then her shoto swords come out and it's bye-bye, bloodsucker. Until one
night she finds herself with an unexpected ally. He's a vampire, all right, but different. Mysterious. Handsome. And more interested in saving
her skin than draining it. Étienne has been an Immortal Guardian for two hundred years--long enough to know that Krysta is special. He can't
stop thinking about her long legs, even more than her short swords. Then he discovers the vamps she's exterminating have friends in high
places, and the Guardians are in danger too. He'll have to accept Krysta's help to save them. The stakes for a mortal are high. But the cost to
his heart might be higher. . . "The Immortal Guardians series is one you'll want to follow." --The Romance Review "These dark, kick-ass
guardians can protect me any day!" --Alexandra Ivy on Darkness Dawns "Whizzing along at light speed. . .this sophomore effort sizzles."
--Publishers Weekly on Night Reigns
He fell in love with the woman of his dreams, but he never realized what that love would cost him. When a dark prince attends the
Lammastide rites, he lays eyes on his fated mate. The problem? She’s his enemy’s daughter. A novella about the original meeting of Prince
Thiago and Princess Iskvien. Author highly recommends reading AFTER Promise of Darkness. The Dark Court Rising series: —Fantasy
Romance —Fae princes —Paranormal Romance —Fated Mates —Royal romance —Enemies-to-lovers romance
On the heels of the wildly popular "The Darkest Powers" series comes the first in another supernatural YA trilogy from New York Times
bestelling author Kelley Armstrong. Maya lives in a small medical-research town on Vancouver Island. How small? You can't find it on the
map. It has less than two-hundred people, and her school has only sixty-eight students — for every grade from kindergarten to twelve. Now,
strange things are happening in this claustrophobic town, and Maya's determined to get to the bottom of them. First, the captain of the swim
team drowns mysteriously in the middle of a calm lake. A year later, mountain lions start appearing around Maya's home, and they won't go
away. Her best friend, Daniel, starts getting negative vibes from certain people and things. It doesn't help that the new bad boy in town, Rafe,
has a dangerous secret — and he's interested in one special part of Maya's anatomy: Her paw-print birthmark.
The evil in East Salem is no longer content to hide in the shadows. The stakes—and the darkness—are rising. Dani Harris thought there wasn’t
much left that could surprise her after serving as a forensic psychiatrist in East Salem. And Tommy Gunderson has faced few challenges in
his life that he couldn’t overcome by either physical strength or his celebrity status. But as they race to uncover what’s really happening
behind the high walls of St. Adrian’s Academy, it becomes clear that supernatural forces have been at work here for generations. And now
their focus is on making sure Dani and Tommy don’t interfere. When the unseen becomes seen, faith is the only weapon strong enough to
fight in a battle involving not just murder and betrayal—but angels and demons. “Wiehl’s latest is a truly creepy story with supernatural
undertones that seem eerily real.” -Romantic Times review of Waking Hours
The second book in the Sirian Revelations Trilogy explores the wisdom ancient Atlantis can offer contemporary seekers. The lost continent of
Atlantis has existed in the collective consciousness of humankind for eons—contemplated as early as 355 BC by Plato and echoing in the
modern mind. In this controversial book, author Patricia Cori provides compelling, often startling insights into this lost culture and the lessons
it holds for us as both a high civilization and a metaphor for our current world situation, earth changes, growing extraterrestrial phenomena,
and government conspiracy theories. Only by embracing and recognizing what Atlantis can teach us, says Cori, can we expect to heal and
uplift our own increasingly threatened civilization.
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Risa agrees to use her powers to find out who is causing the immortal vampires to age rapidly in exchange for assistance in avenging her
mother's murder from Madeline Hunter, the powerful leader of the vampire council.

Dark powers she can't control. Deadly hunters tracking her down. Can she rip the target off her back before it turns fatal?
Jun Bear has lived with bad luck all her life. And when a professor threatens to give her a failing grade, the college senior
sees her hopes for graduating in two months going down another ill-fated drain. But her fortunes plunge further when an
unnatural earthquake shakes the campus and unleashes cold-blooded assassins after her head... Unsure what's
happening, Jun finds herself facing a trained killer intent on exposing the wielder of the dangerous magic. And when
she's provoked into revealing her unexpected new abilities, she's determined to prove her innocence before she's
permanently eliminated. Can she win over an ally and survive a bloodthirsty secret society fixated on wiping her out?
Magician Rising is the fast-paced first book in the Divination in Darkness urban fantasy series. If you like plucky heroines,
gory humor, and breathtaking action, then you'll love Renee des Lauriers' gritty thrill-ride. Buy Magician Rising to get top
marks in mayhem today!
In Into the Dying Light, the jaw-dropping conclusion to the Age of Darkness trilogy, hearts will shatter, cities will fall, and a
god will rise. "Solidifies Katy Rose Pool's status as one of the best fantasy writers of the 21st century." —Popsugar on As
the Shadow Rises Following the destruction of the City of Mercy, an ancient god has been resurrected and sealed inside
Beru's body. Both are at the mercy of the Prophet Pallas, who wields the god’s powers to subjugate the Six Prophetic
Cities. But every day, the god grows stronger, threatening to break free and sow untold destruction. Meanwhile, far away
from Pallas Athos, Anton learns to harness his full powers as a Prophet. Armed with the truth about how the original
Prophets killed the god, Anton leads Jude, Hassan, and Ephyra on a desperate quest to the edge of the world. With time
running out, the group’s tenuous alliance is beset by mounting danger, tumultuous romance, and most of all by a secret
that Anton is hiding: a way to destroy the god at the price of an unbearable sacrifice. But the cost of keeping that secret
might be their lives—and the lives of everyone in the Six Prophetic Cities. The Age of Darkness trilogy is perfect for fans of
Throne of Glass, Children of Blood and Bone, and An Ember in the Ashes.
* Instant New York Times Bestseller * Indie Bestseller * In this stunning new fantasy novel from international bestselling
author C. S. Pacat, heroes and villains of a long-forgotten war are reborn and begin to draw new battle lines. This epic
fantasy with high-stakes romance will sit perfectly on shelves next to beloved fantasy novels like the Infernal Devices
series, the Shadow and Bone trilogy, and the Red Queen series. Sixteen-year-old dock boy Will is on the run, pursued by
the men who killed his mother. Then an old servant tells him of his destiny to fight beside the Stewards, who have sworn
to protect humanity if the Dark King ever returns. Will is thrust into a world of magic, where he starts training for a vital
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role in the oncoming battle against the Dark. As London is threatened and old enmities are awakened, Will must stand
with the last heroes of the Light to prevent the fate that destroyed their world from returning to destroy his own. Like V.E.
Schwab’s A Darker Shade of Magic and Shelby Mahurin’s Serpent & Dove, Dark Rise is more than just high intrigue
fantasy—it’s fast-paced, action-packed, and completely surprising. Readers will love exploring the rich setting of
nineteenth-century London. This thrilling story of friendship, deception, loyalty, and betrayal is sure to find a passionate
audience of readers.
To Rise in Darkness offers a new perspective on a defining moment in modern Central American history. In January
1932 thousands of indigenous and ladino (non-Indian) rural laborers, provoked by electoral fraud and the repression of
strikes, rose up and took control of several municipalities in central and western El Salvador. Within days the military and
civilian militias retook the towns and executed thousands of people, most of whom were indigenous. This event, known
as la Matanza (the massacre), has received relatively little scholarly attention. In To Rise in Darkness, Jeffrey L. Gould
and Aldo A. Lauria-Santiago investigate memories of the massacre and its long-term cultural and political consequences.
Gould conducted more than two hundred interviews with survivors of la Matanza and their descendants. He and LauriaSantiago combine individual accounts with documentary sources from archives in El Salvador, Guatemala, Washington,
London, and Moscow. They describe the political, economic, and cultural landscape of El Salvador during the 1920s and
early 1930s, and offer a detailed narrative of the uprising and massacre. The authors challenge the prevailing idea that
the Communist organizers of the uprising and the rural Indians who participated in it were two distinct groups. Gould and
Lauria-Santiago demonstrate that many Communist militants were themselves rural Indians, some of whom had been
union activists on the coffee plantations for several years prior to the rebellion. Moreover, by meticulously documenting
local variations in class relations, ethnic identity, and political commitment, the authors show that those groups
considered “Indian” in western El Salvador were far from homogeneous. The united revolutionary movement of January
1932 emerged out of significant cultural difference and conflict.
Six of Crows meets Graceling with a dash of Winter is Coming in Katy Rose Pool's second installment of the actionpacked and swoon-worthy Age of Darkness series--As the Shadow Rises. "As the Shadow Rises solidifies Katy Rose
Pool's status as one of the best fantasy writers of the 21st century." —Popsugar The Last Prophet has been found, yet he
sees destruction ahead. In this sequel to the critically-acclaimed There Will Come a Darkness, kingdoms have begun to
fall to a doomsday cult, the magical Graced are being persecuted, and an ancient power threatens to break free. But with
the world hurtling toward its prophesized end, Anton’s haunting vision reveals the dangerous beginnings of a plan to stop
the Age of Darkness. As Jude, Keeper of the Order of the Last Light, returns home in disgrace, his quest to aid the
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Prophet is complicated by his growing feelings for Anton. Meanwhile, the assassin known as the Pale Hand will stop at
nothing to find her undead sister before she dies for good, even if it means letting the world burn. And in Nazirah,
Hassan, the kingdom-less Prince, forms a risky pact to try to regain his throne. When the forces of light and darkness
collide in the City of Mercy, old wounds are reopened, new alliances are tested, and the end of the world begins. The Age
of Darkness trilogy is perfect for fans of Throne of Glass, Children of Blood and Bone, and An Ember in the Ashes. *
"Adventurous relic-hunting, mind-blowing twists, budding love, and terrible betrayals feature in this multiple-narrator,
character-driven study of power, agency, and identity." —Kirkus Reviews, starred review Praise for There Will Come a
Darkness "Reading this intricate YA fantasy, you get the feeling Katy Rose Pool’s plot is always seven steps ahead of
you. You’ll want to catch up as quickly as possible." —Refinery 29
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